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The initiative aims to spotlight the clothes on the actors, rather than the other way around. Image credit: Prada/Willy Vanderperre

 
By ZACH JAMES

Italian brand Prada is enlisting  Hollywood talent for its spring /summer 2024 campaig n.

The "Days of Prada" menswear advertisement centers on three brand ambassadors and Hollywood talents, including  British
actor Harris Dickinson, American actor Kelvin Harrison Jr., and Australian actor and song writer Troye Sivan. Concentrating  on
the "Prada man," the trio plays themselves in the visuals, boosting  authenticity while refocusing  on the clothes over the ever-
present pomp and circumstance in luxury fashion.

"This campaig n definitely targ ets the Prada enthusiast," said Rony Zeidan, founder and creative director of RO New York.

"The fashion consumer that's in the know and g ets the nuances of these beautiful fashion portraits," Mr. Zeidan said. "It's old
school in a way as it is a reflection of Willy Vanderperre's sig nature look from 20 years ag o.

"It's as if time has stood still and Prada is immortalized via these portraits and throug h it, its enthusiasts."

Mr. Zeidan is not affiliated with Prada, but ag reed to comment as an industry expert.

Singular f ocus
Shot by Belg ian photog rapher Willy Vanderperre, a veteran of the industry, "Days of Prada" upholds masculinity in many forms,
from traditional to modern interpretations.

Creative direction was handled by Italian journeyman Ferdinando Verderi, who has worked closely with Ferrag amo, Versace,
Chanel and Vog ue, among  others. The spotlig hts the clothes on the actors, rather than the other way around, flipping  the usual
script.

Prada presents the spring /summer 2024 menswear collection

Mr. Vanderperre showcases the looks in portrait style, the talents sing ularly pictured and never appearing  tog ether. This same
style was recently utilized by menswear labels Brioni (see story) and Dunhill (see story) for their seasonal advertising .

Instead of overwhelming  the viewer with a barrag e of outfits, the short film and photog raphy g o one-by-one with the items,
shifting  the focus away from the Hollywood performers wearing  the spring /summer collection.
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In video form, the campaig n takes on a dramatic tone, an orchestral score booming  over the visuals of Mr. Dickinson, Mr, Sivan
and Mr. Harrison Jr. sporting  the newly released items in front of blank backg rounds. Jumping  between black and white color
g rading  and a contrasted saturation, the campaig n could be making  a play at nostalg ia, even more evident with the choice of
music.

With "reasserting  timeless priorities" of clothes being  the central theme, the evocative stylistic jolts could be furthering  this motif.
As they watch, viewers briefly return to a time when the apparel was the core of business, before shooting  them back to the
present day's offering s.

With the background being  a void, the only place to look is at the wearables. Image credit: Prada/Willy Vanderperre

Despite the attempt to present something  new but familiar to the brand's clientele, it may not be enoug h to g arner interest from
those outside of the hig h-end fashion fold.

"This is nothing  new," Mr. Zeidan said.

"If it runs as an ad, you could put any brand log o you want and it would be unrecog nizable, except for the die-hard Prada
followers that can recog nize the Prada touch in its clothes."

The spring /summer 2024 collection is available now, both online and in-store.

Moderniz ing the classical
The collection, from Prada co-creative directors Miuccia Prada and Raf Simons, is said to propose "an absolute freedom of the
body."

This individualistic pursuit is present in the three star's distinct styling s.

Many maisons are playing  with gender roles in marketing . Image credit: Prada/Willy Vanderperre

In imag ery, Mr. Harrison Jr. takes on the more conventional and formal styles from the line, wearing  a variety of button-up tops,
sweaters, slacks and shiny, leather shoes. Meanwhile, the other two actors challeng e established norms.

Generally, Mr. Dickinson is pictured modeling  spring 's long  jackets, coats and handbag s. Mr. Sivan takes on oversized floral
shirts, shorts and backpacks for summer.

Seeming ly tying  in with the women's collection of the season, the looks for men journey into a middle g round between
masculinity and femininity, hig hlig hting  a dissipating  dichotomy between g endered clothing .

https://www.prada.com/us/en/mens/spring-summer-2024/c/10555US


 

Others within the luxury seg ment have been moving  towards g ender neutrality as well, with German fashion house Hug o Boss
(see story) and U.S. jeweler David Yurman (see story) among  the g roup embracing  unisex options and product lines.

As individuality trumps traditional notions of identity, the luxury space is keen on tapping  into this burg eoning  subset of
consumers.
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